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The INHS Crustacean Collection is one of the largest state collections in North America. A few
specimens now housed in the collection were collected in the late 1800's by Stephen A. Forbes,
liiey formed the basis for the first article to apjsear in the Survey's Bulletin "List of Illinois
Crustacea." Another large part of the collection was accumulated during the first half of the
1900's in conjunction with the insect surveys organized by Herbert H. Ross. However, most of
the specimens were collected between 1972 and 1982 as part of the statewide survey that led to
the publication in 1985 of "The Crayfishes and Shrimps (Oecapoda) of Illinois" by Lawrence M.
Page. The collection contains primary types of five species.
The INHS Crustacean Collection contains about 50,000 specimens of approximately 200 species
in 15 families. Almost all are from North America. About 75% of the collection is from Illinois;
the remainder is mostly from the southeastern United States. The best represented groups are
crayfishes, shrimps, scuds, slaters, and pill bugs.

Description of collections continued...
Fish
A large part of the fish collection comes from specimens collected from 1880 to 1905 for S.A.
Forbes and R.E. Richardson's "The Fishes of niinois" published in 1908 and from specimens
collected from 1950 to 1978 for P.W. Smith's "The Fishes of Illinois" published in 1979.
Thousands of specimens have been added from other areas of North and South America in the
past few decades. We now have collections from 47 of the 50 states and many countries
including: Angola, Antigua, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica, England, Indonesia,
Lebanon, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Puerto Rico, Romania, Thailand, USSR, Venezuela,
Pakistan, and Yugoslavia. Important acquisitions in the past few years include a large jsart of
Dr. Peter Bayley's collections of fishes from the Amazon River basin, Brazil, and the Fish
Collection formerly housed at Southern Illinois University at EdwardsviUe. The geographic
scope of the collection is about 50% from Illinois, 30% from elsewhere in North Anrkerica, 18%
from South America, and 2% from the rest of the world.
The collection contains approximately 674,000 catalogued specimens, which nukes it about the
15th largest collection of preserved fishes, and the 6th largest collection of Neotropical fishes
in North America. Represented are 146 families and over 1,600 species. The value of the
collection is greatly enhanced by the large number of old spjecimens, many of which were
collected in the late 1800's from areas where they no longer occur. The collection contains
prinrary types of 25 spedes and subspecies. Unlike most of the large museums in North
America, there is no significant backlog of unprocessed specimens waiting to be catalogued and
put into the collection.

Description of collections continued...
Amphibians & Reptiles
The INHS Herpetological Collection contains about 12,000 catalogued specimens representing
approximately 550 species in 47 families and contains primary types of two species. The
majority of the specimens were collected in Illinois and the Midwest, but several other North
American and Asian species are represented. Most of the specimens were collected by P.W.
Smith during the completion of his comprehensive study "The Amphibians and Reptiles of
Illinois," published in 1%1.

Description of collections continued...
Herbarium
The Illinois Natural History Survey (ILLS) Botanical Collection is composed of four distinct
groups: vascular plants, fungi, algae and bryophytes totalling more than 234,617 accessioned
specimens. The vascular plants, algae and bryophytes are mostly collected from the United
States and predominantly from Illinois. The Fungi are mostly collected from throughout the
United States and Canada with a large pathological collection from Illinois, a large aquatic
collection from the southeastern United States, and a smaller collection from the neotropics.
The Botanical Collection contains 333 types, 192 holotypes arwl 141 isotypes and/or paratypes.
The holotypes are predominantly fungi (191 holotypes) with only a single holotype in the
vascular plants. The isotypes and/or paratypes are also predonunantly fungi (139 ) with only
two in the vasculiir plants.
The ILLS botanical collections are the third largest in Illinois; the Field Museum (F) in
Chicago is the largest (2,415,000) and the University of Illinois (ILL) in Urbana is the second
largest (520,0(X)). Nationally, out of more than 500 herbaria, the ILLS herbarium ranks forty-
seventh, the ILL herbarium ranks twenty-first, and the F herbarium ranks fourth. If ILLS and
ILL were to combine, the result would rank fifteenth nationally.

Description of collections continued...
Insects
The insect collection at the Survey now houses over 6,000,000 curated specimens. The growth
and wide-ranging scope of this collection can be credited to the diverse interests of the
systematists who have spent all or pjart of their career at the Survey. Scientists such as
Stephen A. Forbes, the first director of the State Laboratory and chief of the Natural History
Survey; Theodore Prison, who succeeded Forbes; and H. H. Ross, who directed the intense
systematics studies of the faunistic section for 40 years, placed considerable emphasis on
enlarging the insect collection. These insects document the changing landscape and
environmental conditions of the world.
The INHS insect collection is one of the largest in North America. The most recent size
estimate was done in 1992. The heavy concentration of sp>ecimens from the last third of the
1800s also makes this one of North America's oldest insect and related arthropod collections.
The oldest, dated specimen in the insect collection is a stonefly Alloperla roberti collected in
1860. This specimen connes from the collection of Benjamin Dann Walsh. Wcilsh, a classmate of
Charles Darwin at Cambridge, was Illinois' first state entomologist. Walsh was one of the
premier entomologists in the nation at this tinve. The B. D. Walsh collection was purchased by
the state in 1870. In 1871 it was nwved to the Chicago Academy of Sciences for safe-keeping.
That was the year of the infamous Chicago fire. The collection was destroyed. The few
remaining specimens come from the synoptic collection he had retained in Springfield.
The INHS Insect Collection includes more than 13,000 primary types (syntypes inclusive).
Because of size, historical holdings, and wide breadth of coverage in certain groups, the
collection is an important national and worldwide resource.
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Description of Collections cont...
Mammals
The INHS Mammal Collection is essentially a synoptic collection of Illinois species. The 984
catalogued specimens (skins and skulls comLbined) of 91 spedes from 21 fojnilies are used as
comparative nuterial to identify specimens brought to the Survey. Eighty-four percent of the
collection is from Illinois. Most of the specimens were collected between 1930 and 1950 in
Illinois and surrounding states.
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Description of Collections cont...
MoUusks
The INHS MoUusk Collection contains over 87,000 catalogued specimens, almost all of which
were collected in Illinois and the southeastern United States. The collection is 87% freshwater
species (mussels, fingemadl clams, and snails) and 13% terrestrial species (snails). Most of the
specimens were collected as a result of various faunal surveys conducted by INHS biologists
from the late 1800's until the present. The early collections were made by such naturalists as
John W. Powell, Robert Kennicott, Richard E. Call, William A. Nason, Frank C. Baker, Robert
E. Richardson, and Charles A. Hart.
The largest components of the INHS moUusk collection are the Max R. Matteson collection of
over 20,000 freshwater mussels from a statewide survey conducted in the 1950's arwl the
William C. Starrett collection of freshwater mussels collected for a study entitled "A Survey of
the Mussels (Unionacea) of the Illinois River A Polluted Stream" published by INHS in 1971.
These specimens form an important historical database from which biologists can docunrient
changes in present day mussel populations. Mussel surveys conducted by INHS biologists in the
1980's have added many spednwns and helped in preparing a list of endangered moUusks for
Illinois.
The freshwater mussels number over 71,000 catalogued specimens (>17,000 lots) and
approximately 18,000 uiKatalogued specimens. Included among these are representatives of
many species now considered rare or endangered by either the state or federal government. Most
of the specimens were collected in Illinois (63%), and the collection is one of the largest state
collections of freshwater mussels in the United States.
The snails are divided between terrestrial (13%) and freshwater (5%) spjedes, most of which
were collected over 50 years ago. The largest and best documented collection of snails at the
Survey was compiled by Thural D. Foster and organized by Frank C. Baker as part of his study































Brooks M. Burr, Southern Illinois University -
Carbondale
Jon Armbruster, Pat Ceas, Chris Laird, Gabriella



















Associated Staff of the Herbariiun
Robert A. Evers, Emeritus
John E. Ebinger
Jean D. Schoknecht
Part-time Staff of the Herbarium
Betty Nelson
Lorin I. Nevling (Thymelaeaceae; flora of Veracruz).
Weidong Chen (Systematics of plant pothogenic fungi).
J. Leland Crane (Ascomycetes; fungi imperfecti).
Steven R Hill (Malvaceae: flora of eastern U.S.; neotropics
esp. Dominica).
Geoffrey A. Levin (Euphorbiaceae; Midwestern flora; flora
southwestern U.S. & Mexico).
Loy R. Phillipp>e (Sanicula, Apiaceae; Illinois flora).
Kenneth R. Robertson (Rosaceae; Amaranthaceae;
Jacquemontia, Convolvulaceae; Illinois flora).
Mark W. Schwartz (fire ecology & forest ecology).
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Affiliates and Associated Staff of the Insect Collection

























Part-time Staff of the Insect Collection
S. Driesner, hourly
B. Fuller, hourly






Acting Curator : Joyce E. Hofmann
Collections Manager Kevin S. Cummings






Curator/Collections Manager: Kevin S. Cummings










The crustacean collection is temporarily housed in the basement hallway.
Compacted storage units are being installed in room 73 and should be completed
during the summer of 1995.
Total space occupied by the collection is 144 square feet.
B. Collection Management:
The collection management space in rooms 87 and 91 is shared with the moUusk, fish and
herpetological collections.
Room 87: 80 square feet
Total space occupied for collection management is 180 square feet.
C Office*:
Room 287: 48 square feet
Total space being occupied for offices is 48 square feet.
D. Research:
Research and collection management occupy the same space in rooms 87 and 91.











The crustaceans are stored in 70% ethanol in glass jars with polypropylene lids and polyethylene
liners. The jars are kept in wooden trays in eight metal storage caoinets in the basement hallway.








The fish collection is housed in room 87 and the types are in room 91. During the
sununer and fall of 1995, the collection will be moved into the basement






= 1123 square feet.
B. Collection Management:
The collection nrtanagement space in rooms 87 aivJ 91 is shared with the moUusk,
crustacean, and herpetological collections.
Room 87: 80 square feet
Room 91: 200 square feet
Total space occupied for collection management is 280 square feet.
C. Offices:
Ro(Mn91: 70 square feet
Total space being occupied for offices is 70 square feet.
D. Research:
Research and collection management occupy the same space in rooms 87 and 91.






Collection: 11 23 square feet
Collection Management/Research: 280 square feet
Offices: 70 square feet
Total: 1473 square feet
2. Storage Methods
Specimens are stored in 70% ethyl alcohol in glass )ars with polypropylene lids and
jx)lyethylene liners. The jars are housed in wooden trays in metal cabinets with doors to
prevent deterioration of the specimens by light. Specimens too large to be placed in jars are
stored in 70% ethanol in large (2-5 gallon) glass bell jars, polyethylene open-head eight gallon
drums, or stainless steel tanks. We have recently begim shifting tagged material from the large
glass jars to polyethylene drums. About 200 specimens have been cleared and stained for study





1. Area Occupied (Collections, Collections Management, Offices, Research):
A. Collections:
The fungus collection is in room 275 , room 273 , and a portion of the hallway on the third floor. The
vascularplant, algae and bryophyte collections are in room 3% with additional vascular plants in
room 395!^
Room 275: 260 square feet occupied by collections.
Room 273: 207 of 310 square feet occupied by collections.
Hallway: 50 square feet of hallway occupied by collections.
Room 396: 1419 of 1892 square feet occupied by collections.
Room 395: 121 of 242 square feet used for vascular plant collections.
Total space occupied by collections is 2057 square feet.
B. Collections Management:
Room 395: 121 of 242 square feet used for collection management.
Total space occupied for collection management is 121 square feet.
C. Offices:
Office space for individuals associated with the herbarium is in rooms 396, 393, 384, 383, 382, 381,
380 ancf 379.
Room 3%: John Taft & Marilyn Morris, 237 square feet used for offices.
Room 393: Kenneth R. Robertson office 131 of 263 square feet used for office space.
Room 384 Loy R. Phillippe office 197 square feet used for office space.
Room 383 Weidong Chen office 208 square feet used for office space
Room 382 Mark W. Schwartz 161 square feet used for office space.





Room 380 Geoffrey A. Levin office 175 square feet used for office space.
Room 379: Steven R. Hill 161 square feet used for office space.
Toted space being occupied for office space is 1362 square feet.
D. Research:
The research space for individuals associated with the herbarium are in rooms 396, 393, 381, 377,
375, 374, 273 & 93.
Room 396: Various workers; 236 of 1892 square feet used for research.
Room 393: Kenneth R. Robertson; 132 of 263 square feet used for research.
Room 381: J.L. Crane; 93 of 185 square feet used for research.
Room 377: J.L. Crane; 320 square feet used for research.
Room 375: Weidong Chen; 590 square feet used for research.
Room 374: Jeff Levin; 560 square feet used for research.
Room 273: J.L. Crane; 103 of 310 square feet used for research.
Room 93: Weidong Chen; 520 square feet used for research.













The vascular plant collection is the largest with about 181,033 dried aikl labeled plants mounted on
115" X 165" herbarium paper. The fungi collection is the second largest with about 51,612 dried fungi in 8" X
5" Pyer packets. The bryophyte and algae collections are the snnallest with about 1,898 dried bryophytes
and 74 dried algae in 8" X 5^ paper packets. All collections are maintained in storage imits. The vascular
plants are stored in 127 full size heroarium cases and 11 half size herbarium cases. The fungi are stored in 41
full size herbarium cases and the bryophytes are stored in 2 half size files. The storage units for the
bryophytes, algae, and vascular plants are in two rooms that have 2134 square feet. The fungi collections
occupy two rooms that have 570 square feet and 50 square feet of the hallway on the third floor. The







The herp collection is temporarily housed in the basement hallway.
Compacted storage units are being installed in room 73 and should be completed
during the summer of 1995.
Hallway: 380 square feet
Room 73a: 16 square feet
Room 79: 100 square feet
Total space occupied by the collection is 380 square feet.
B . Collection Managemenb
The collection management space in rooms 87 and 91 is shared with the moUusk,
fish, and crustacean collections.
Room 87: 80 square feet
Room 91: 100 square feet
Total space occupied for collection nnanagement is 180 square feet.
C. Offices:
Room 284: 30 square feet






Research and collection management occupy the same space in rooms 87, 91, and
284.
Total space occupied for research space is zero additional square feet.
E. Summary:
Collection: 496 square feet
Collection Management/Research: 180 square feet
Offices: 30 square feet
Total: 706 square feet
2. Storage Methods:
The amphibians and reptiles are stored in 70% ethanol in glass jars with
polypropylene lids and polyethylene liners. The jars are stored in wooden trays in
twelve n^etal storage cabinets in the basement hallway. Dry specimens cire also
located in the metal cabinets. The collection was placed in the hallway due to the
current renovation of the Natureil Resources Building. The larger sjjedmens are stored
in 70% ethanol in pxjlyethylene open-head eight gallon drums, large (2-5 gallon) glass





1. Area Occupied (Collections, Collections Management, Offices, Research):
A. Collections:
The insect slide collection is in room 285, room 2% holds both pinned and wet
collections, and 291 contains wet collections, as does a portion of the hallway on
the second floor. Additional collections can be found in rooms; 280, 295, 2%A, and 296B
Room 285: 68 of 252 square feet occupied by collections.
Room 2%: 1 165 of 1165 square feet occupied by collections.
Hallway: 75 square feet of hallway occupied by collections.
Room 291: 577.5 of 6765 square feet occupied by collections.
Room 280: 5 of 174 square feet occupied by collections
Room 295: 70 of 313 square feet occupied by collections
Room 2%A; 10 of 217.5 square feet occupied by collections
Room 2%B: 10 of 217.5 square feet occupied by collections
Room 296C: 1 of 2 1 7.5 square feet occupied by collections
Total space occupied by collections is 19903 square feet.
B. Collection Management:
Room 285: 62 of 252 square feet used for collection management.






Office space for individuals associated with the insect collection is in rooms 285, 280,
296A,295,291,296C
Room 285: K. R. Methven office (Collection Manager) 61 of 252 used for office
space
Room 280: D. J. Voegtlin office (Insect Curator) 845 of 174 square feet used for
office space.
Room 282: C. Dietrich office (Insect Curator) 174 square feet used for office space.
Room 2%A; W. E. UBerge office (Insect Curator) 104.5 of 217.5 square feet used for
office space.
. Room 295: D. W. Webb office (Insect Curator) 1215 of 313 square feet used for
office space.
Room 291: D. Yanega (Post-Doc) 495 of 99 square feet used for office space.
Room 296C: J. Houseman office (Insect Curator) 1045 of 2175 sq. ft.
Total space being occupied for office space is 6995 square feet.
D. Research:
The research space for individuals associated with the insect coUection are in
rooms
2%B, 285, 280, 2%A, 71, 295, 291
Room 285: K. Methven (CoUection Manager) office 61 of 252 square feet used for
research.
Room 280: D. Voegtlin (Insect Curator) office 84.5 of 174 square feet used
for
research.
Room 2%A: W. E. UBerge office office (Insect Curator) 103 of 217.5 square feet
used
for research.
Room 2%B: Insect CoUection Packing Room 2075 of 2175 square feet used for
research.
Room 295: D. Webb office (Insect Curator) 1215 of 313 square feet used for
research.






Room 291: D. Yanega (Post-Doc) 49.5 square feet used for research
Room 296C: J. Bouseman office (Insect Curator) 103 of 217.5 sq. ft.
Total sfjace occupied for research space is 1080.5 square feet.
E Summaiy:
Collections: 19905 square feet
Collection Management: 62 square feet
Offices: 6995 square feet
Research: 1080.5 square feet
Total: 3^25 square feet
2. Storage Methods
The dry-stored insects are mounted on pins, placed in cardboard unit trays with ethafoam
bottoms, then housed in wooden glass topped drawers. The drawers are primarily stored in two
sets of compactors housed in room 296 of the Natural Resources Building. The wet specimens
(material stored in 70% ethanol) are stored in 3 dram glass vials with neoprene stoppers. The
vials are placed in wooden vial racks. The vial racks occupy 425 shelves in the west end
compactor and 275 shelves (each shelve holds up to 17 vial racks, each vial rack holds up to 17-
21 vials) in the east end compactor. The wet specimens are also stored in 62 n>etal cabinets
ranging from 36-40nength, 18-20" width and 78-80" in height. These cabinets are located in
rooms 291, 285, 295, 2%A, and the 2nd floor hallway of NRB. The sbde collection is stored in
1,166 wooden slide boxes in room 285 and 342 slide boxes in 295. These slide boxes hold up to 100








The mammal collection is housed in two cabinets in the basement hallway.
Hallway: 24 square feet
Total space occupied by the collection is 24 square feet.
B. Collection Managemenfa
None
Total space occupied for collection management is square feet.
C. Offices:
None
Total space being occupied for offices is square feet.
D. Research:
Nome
Total space occupied for research space is square feet.
E. Simunaiy:
Collection: 24 square feet
Collection Management/Research: square feet
Offices: square feet
ToUl: 24 square feet
2. Storage Methods:
The mammals are stored in wooden drawers which fit in metal cabinets. All of the specimens are
tagged and some are in open unit trays with stand-up labels for easy access to information without
excessive handling of the specimens. The cabinets are housed in the basement hallway. Naphthalene







The moUusk collection is housed in rooms 61 and 79 and the adjacent hallway in
the basenient. Compacted storage units are being installed in room 73 and
should be completed during the summer of 1995. All of the specimens stored in







Research and collection management occupy the same space in rooms 61 and 87.
Total space occupied for research space is zero additional square feet.
E. Summary:
Collection: 960 squcire feet
Collection Management/Research: 120 square feet
Offices: 170 square feet
Total: 1250 square feet
2. Storage Methods:
The dry mussel shells are stored in opjen unit trays with stand-up labels for easy access to
information without excessive handling of the specimens. The trays are kept in wooden
drawers which fit in metal cabinets. Large series of mussel shells are stored in cardboard
boxes and placed on steel shelving imits. The wet spjecimens are stored in 70% ethanol in
glass jars with polypropylene lids and polyethylene liners. Over 22,000 soft parts (bodies
removed from shells) of more than 130 species have been preserved and are available for
study. Each soft part has been individually tagged and can be matched with the
appropriate shell. The wet aquatic snails are stored in 70% ethanol in glass jars with
polypropylene lids and fxjlyethylene liners. All of the wet snail specimens are kept in
metal storage cabinets in the basement hallway. The dry aquatic snails are stored in glass
shell vials in built-in wooden cabinets in wooden drawers. The landsnails are stored in








In 1994, 376 lots representing 2089 specimens of 69 species were added to the
collection. Specimens were obtained from 21 states and VenezueU: Alabama 7
lots (18 specimens), Arkansas 18 (93), California 10 (26), Honda 13 (142),
niinois 85 (370), Indiana 3 (22); Kentucky 47 (261), Michigan 1 (2), Mississippi
22 (93), Missouri 32 (178), New Mexico 2 (9), New York 2 (11), North Carohna 4
(26), Ohio 11 (21), Oklahoma 2 (9), Oregon 1 (2), Tennessee 104 (681), Texas 2
(5), Virginia 7 (15), Wisconsin 2 (14) and Venezuela 1 (91).
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B. Numbers of Specimens:














1564 accessioned lots over the last four years or 391 lots per year







In 1994, 2662 lots containing 18385 specimens of 510 species were added to the
collection. Specimens were obtained from 23 states, Puerto Rico, and seven other
countries: Alabama 37 lots (224 specimens), Arizona 29 (795), Arkansas 28 (375),
California 88 (1557), Honda 65 (272), Georgia 1 (1), Illinois 782 (4803), Indiana
15 (53), Iowa 1 (2), Kansas 1 (4), Kentucky 119 (772), Minnesota 1 (5),
Mississippi 43 (305), Missouri 69 (493), New Mexico 41 (567), New York 47 (685),
North Carolina 55 (380), Oregon 10 (23), Tennessee 205 (1278), Virginia 61 (404),
Washington 2 (4), Wisconsin 1 (1), Wyoming 2 (6), Puerto Rico 4 (202), Brazil 2
(4), Canada 1 (1), Colombia 1 (2), England 1 (2), Paraguay 2 (4), Peru 1 (2), and
Venezuela 924 (5506).
B. Nvimbers of Specimens:
New Specimais Total Specimpns in Collection Ngw Lpts
1990 47,712 522339 4360
1991 77,311 600,150 7852
1992 16,023 616,173 1364
1993 25,368 641,541
2586
1994 18348 660,389 2662
Total 660389 64,978
18324 accessioned lots over the last five years or 3765 lots per year







The vast majority of our newly accessioned vasciilar plant spednrtens are conung from
Illinois. The majority of our newly accessioned fungi specimens are coming from the New
England area and Florida. The algae and bryophyte collections are for the most jjart
inactive.
B. Number of specimens:










































The majority of newly accessioned amphibians and reptiles are from Illinois. In
1994, 285 lots representing 307 specimens of 67 spedes were added to the
collection. Specimens were obtained from 12 states: Arizona 1 lot (1 specimen),
California 8 (14), Honda 1 (1), Dlinois 211 (230), Indiana 9 (9), Kansas 4 (4),
Kentucky 1 (1), Missouri 16 (16), New Mexico 1 (1), Pennsylvania 2 (2),
Tennessee 23 (23), and Virginia 7 (7).
6. Niunbers of Specimens:





















No specimens were added to the collection in 1994.
































The majority of our recently accessioned freshwater mussel specimens are from
Illinois. In 1994, 1687 lots numbering 6654 sfjedmens of 143 species were added.
Specimens were obtained from 24 states and three countries: Alabama 216 lots (850
specimens), Arkansas 16 (80), California 6 (40), Florida 3 (17), Georgia 17 (87),
Dlinois 469 (2279), Indiana 232 (349), Iowa 2 (24), Kentucky 346 (1135), Louisiana 4
(4), Michigan 1 (10), Miimesota 24 (27), Mississippi 1 (4), Missouri 2 (87), New
Hampshire 1 (3), New Mexico 1 (2), North Carolina 16 (114), Ohio 7 (8), South
Carolina 1 (1), Tennessee 191 (639), Texas 27 (76), Utah 1 (1), Virginia 48 (102),
West Virginia 2 (9), Australia 3 (3), Brazil 1 (1), and Venezuela 41 (661).












Transactions; Loans, Gifts, Data Requests/Queries
Crustaceans
Loans and Gifts:
A. Loans (1990 to 1994):
# Specimens Borrower Affiliation
79 Crandall, K. Washington Univ., St. Louis














Transactions; Loans, Gifts, Data Requests/Queries
continued
Crustaceans
Siuiunary of 1994 Crustacean Collection Transactions
Transaction # of specimens
Loans:











Additions to the collection:
Specimens accessioned 2089
Estimated backlog of imaccessioned specimens 1 1 /XX)

48




A. Loans (1990 to 1994):
#Spwm?ns







































































































Universidade de Sao Paulo, Brasil
University of Alabama
University of Southern Mississippi
Royal Ontario Museum
Southern Dlinois University
Florida University of Florida








































































Transactions; Loans, Gifts, Data Requests/Queries
continued





B. Gifts or Exchanges:
1. Vascular Plants to ILLS:
From #Spedmens Date
Hoosier National Forest (Steve Olson) 1
Private Collection (Gene Gardner)
Shawnee National Forest (Larry Stritch)
Shawnee National Forest (Ray Smith)
Private (Kevin Winship)
Private (Linda Curtis)
Depart, of Conservation(Francis M. Harty & Bill Glass)
Mrs. Portia Smith (Retired from Economic Geology;
specimens collected by her aunt,
Althea Gilkerson, 1886 from
Mc Henry County, IL)





Private Collector (Jack Brooks, Washington County)
MOR exchange
Private Collector (Daniel Casserw, Purdue University)












Private Collector (Don Gardner, Ford County)
COLO
SD (D.R. Brunner)




F (C.J. Niezgoda) exchange
WIS (T.S. Cochrane)






















Shawnee National Forest (B. Shimp)
MOR (G.S. Wilhelm) exchange
ILL (D.S. Seigler)
AFS (R.K. Rabeler)
CLEMS Q.E. Fairey, HI
USCH (J. Nelson)
PE (Z. Li) exchange
TEX (P.A. Fryxell)
Newberry College (C.N. Horn)







The following are label information only not specimen loans.
Request # of specimens Inquirer Date
Brassicaceae 21
(Alliaria)
Fagaceae & Salicaceae 101
(Quercus & Salix hybrids)











































23 Aquatics for identification Chicago, IL
5 plant identifications Springfield, IL
1 plant identification Homer, IL
1 plant identification Valmeyer, IL
T. & E. locations Jonesboro, IL









































6 returned for grass
identification workshop










































Summary of 1994 Transactions (loans, gifts, data requests & queries):
Transactions
Loans:
spiecinrvens sent on loan (4 transactions)
specimens received on loan (36 transactions)
Vascular plants received by ILLS:
Gifts (5 transactions)
Exchange (2 transactions)
Vascular plants sent by ILLS:
Gifts (10 transaction) 1153
Exchanges (2 transactions)











Transactions; Loans, Gifts, Data Requests/Queries
continued
Amphibians & Reptiles










Nature of Loan Borrower Date Borrowed
Thysanoptera:Phlaeothripidae Dr. Laurence Mound



























Coleoptera:Cerambycidae Dr. Ted C. MacRae





Transactions; Loans, Gifts, Data Requests/Queries
continued















Liz Day / Dan Summers
Field Museum of Natural History
Chicago, Illinois USA




The University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas USA













Texas A & M University
College Station,Texas USA











































Dr. Dreux Watermolen 7 July 1994
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
Madison, Wisconsin USA
Dora Isabel Quiros/ Dr. K. C. Kim 8 July 1994
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania USA
Dr. John C Morse 8 July 1994
Clemson University
Clemson, South Carolina USA
Dr. Judith Najt 11 July 1994
Museum National D'Histoire Naturelle
Paris, FRANCE
Dora Isabel Quiros/ Dr. K. C. Kim
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania USA
Dr. F. W. Quednau
Laurentian Forestry Centre
Sainte-Foy, Quebec CANADA
Dr. Kenneth W. Stev^art
North Texcis University
Denton, Texas USA
Dr. William T. Wcislo
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York USA
















Transactions; Loans, Gifts, Data Requests/Queries
continued















Dr. Kenneth W. Stewart









Universidade Federal de Sao Carlos
BRAZIL
Dr. W. V. Miller
Modesto, California USA








Dr. P. P. Harper
Universite de Montreal
Montreal, Quebec CANADA
Dr. P. P. Harper
Universite de Montreal
Montreal, Quebec CANADA
Dr. W. P. McCafferty
Purdue University


































c/o Dr. William E. Miller
University of Minnesota
St. Paul, Minnesota USA
Dr. W. P. McCafferty
Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana USA
Dr. Steve Moulton 11
Penn State University
University Park, Pennsylvania USA













































Dr. Charles L. Hogue
Los Angeles County Museum
Los Angeles, California USA
Dr. Richard Baumann, Director
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah USA
Mr. W. V. Miller
William Cooper & Nephews, Inc.
Chicago, Illinois USA
Mr. Tim Spanton
c/o Dr. George Ball











Mr. Michael A. Floyd
















Transactions; Loans, Gifts, Data Requests /Queries
continued



























Illinois Natural History Survey
Champaign, Illinois USA





Michael A. Floyd/ Dr. John C. Morse 9 June 1994
College of Agricultural Sciences
Clemson, South Carolina USA
Dr. Mag. Hermann Dollfuss
Mank, AUSTRIA
30 March 1994
Dr. David H. Funk 2 March 1994




St. Paul, Minnesota USA
Dr. Kjell Ame Johanson
University of Bergen
Bergen, NORWAY
Dr. John C. Morse
Qemson University
Clemson, South Carolina USA
Stephen R. Moulton II






North Carolina State University
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Dr. Charles L. Staines
Edgewater, Maryland USA
Dr. Laurence Mound





Dr. K. G. A. Hanulton
Agriculture Canada
Ottawa, Ontario CANADA
Liz Day / Dan Summers
Field Museum of Natural History
Chicago, Illinois USA
Dr. F. W. Quednau
Sainte-Foy
Quebec, CANADA


























































Museum National D'Histoire Naturelle
Paris, FRANCE
2 December 1994
Dr. F. W. Quednau
Laurentian Forestry Centre
Sainte-Foy, Quebec CANADA
Dr. Kenneth W. Stewart
North Texas University
Denton, Texas USA
Dr. W. T. Miller
Modesto, California USA
Dr. Robert W. Brooks
University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas USA




Dr. W. P. McCafferty
Purdue University
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Insects






Transactions; Loans, Gifts, Data Requests/Queries
continued
Insects
Date Deposited/Group Locality Collector # of spec deposited
12 July 1994





Date Deposited/Group Locality Collector # of spec deposited
30 August 1994 Illinois
Araneae
2 September 1994 Mexico
Apidae
2 September 1994 Florida
Araneae







13 September 1994 Illinois
Araneae
13 September 1994 Illinois
15 September 1994 Mexico
Hymenoptera
Diptera
3 October 1994 Illinois
Araneae






Illinois Natural History Survey
Champjaign, Illinois
D. Yanega 23
Illinois Natural History Survey
Champaign, Illinois
J. W. Armbruster 1
Illinois Natural History Survey
Champjaign, Illinois
M. A. Harris 1
Illinois Natural History Survey
Champaign, Illinois
D. Yanega 15
Illinois Natural History Survey
Champaign, Illinois
R. Phillipe 4
Illinois Natural History Survey
Champaign, Illinois
M. A. Harris 1
Illinois Natural History Survey
Champjaign, Illinois USA
D. Yanega, W. E. UBerge 178
Illinois Natural History Survey
Champaign, Illinois USA
L. R. Phillippe 8
Illinois Natural History Survey
Champaign, Illinois USA
D. W. Webb 1










4 October 1994 Illinois
Odonata

































M. A. Harris 2
Illinois Natural History Survey
Champaign, Illinois USA
M. A. Harris, H. E. Kitchel, C. A. Taylor4
Illinois Natural History Survey
Champaign, Illinois USA
W. Brigham 1
Illinois Natural History Survey
Champaign, Illinois USA
D. W. Webb
Illinois Natural History Survey
Champaign, Illinois USA
J. W. Armbruster, M. H. Sabaj 21
Illinois Natural History Survey
Champaign, Illinois USA
M. A. Harris & K. R. Methven 143
Illinois Natural History Survey
Champaign, Illinois USA
L. R. Phillippe, G. A. Levin 4
Illinois Natural History Survey
Champaign, Illinois USA
M. A. Harris, D. A. Yanega, 2
C. Nixon
Illinois Natural History Survey
Champaign, Illinois USA
M. A. Harris, C. A. Taylor 1
Illinois Natural History Survey
Champaign, Dlinois USA
M. A. Harris 20
Illinois Natural History Survey
Champaign, Illinois USA
L. M. Page 10
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Insects














Transactions; Loans, Gifts, Data Requests/Queries
continued
Loans and Gifts:





Transactions; Loans, Gifts, Data Requests/Queries
continued
Mammals
Summary of 1994 Mammal Collection Transactions
Transaction # of specimens
Loans:










Additions to the collection:
Spedmens accessioned
Estimated backlog of unaccessioned specimens
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Mollusks




Transactions; Loans, Gifts, Data Requests/Queries
continued
Mollusks
A. Loans (1990 to 1994):
# Specimens









































Type of Request Inquirer
Mollusk Bibliography Neves, R.
MoUusk Bibliography Taylor, R.
Mollusk Bibliography Bamese, L.
Mollusk Bibliography Hersh, M.













University of Tennessee 10/13/94
lEPA 10/20/94
Ecological Specialists, Inc. 11/1/94





Virginia Poly. Institute 2/13/94
Aquaeter, Tennessee 3/18/94
U.S. Army CO.E. 3/18/94
USFWS 5/20/94
Virginia Dept. Fish & Game 10/3/94
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Transactions; Loans, Gifts, Data Requests/Queries
continued
Mollusks
Summaty of 1994 Mollusk Collection Transactions
Transaction # of specimens
Loans:










2 visitors from NIE
Affiliation





















2 visitors from NIE
Affiliation Hale
Univ. of Alabama V9/94
Univ. of Alabama V9/94
Univ. of Oklahoma 2/17/94
m. Nature Conservancy, Peoria 5/17/94
ni. Nature Conservancy, Chicago 5/17/94
Florida Museum of Natural History 6/8/94
Hawaii Biological Survey 6/8/94
National Biological Survery, Washington D.C. 6/8/94
National Biological Survey, Colorado 6/8/94
Illinois Department of Conservation 6/20/94
Illinois Geological Survery 8/2/94
Illinois Department of Conservation 9/7/94






Herbarium Visitors (Vascular Plant, Bryology, and Fungi):






























Illinois Department of Horticulture 16/4/1990
Royal Botanical Garden Kew 5/8/1990
Royal Botanical Garden Kew 5/8/1990
8/8/1990
Eastern Illinois University 12/8/1990
Institute of Environmental Studies, University 11/9/1990
of Illinois
Illinois Department of Conservation 6/11/1990
Eastern Illinois University 14/11/1990
McGill University 5/12/1990
University of Umea, Sweden 13/12/1990
The Morton Arboretum 18/12/1990
The Morton Arborehim 18/12/1990
Hoosier National Forest 11/1/1991
Eastern Illinois University 17/1/1991
INHS - Havana Field Station 8/1/1991
Decatur, Dlinois 3/3/1991
Kempton, Dlinois 17/4/1991
Entomology Department, Virginia Polytechnic 10/5/1991
Institute
Nantes, France 12/5/1991
Rivendell Botanical Garden, Beardstown, Illinois 18/6/1991
Entomology Department, University of Illinois 20/6/1991
Wyoming, Dlinois 28/6/1991
Ecological Services, Urbana, Illinois 2/8/1991
Ecological Services, Urbana, Illinois 13/9/1991
Forestry Department, University of Illinois 20/9/1991
Illinois Department of Conservation, Springfield 1/11/1991



























Richardson Wildlife, University of Illinois 21/1/1992
The Morton Arborehim 23/3/1992
The Morton Arboretum 23/3/1992
The Morton Arboretum 10/4/1992
The Morton Arborehim 10/4/1992
The Nature Conservancy, Saint Louis, Missouri 10/4/1992
Departnwnt of Landscape Architecture, University 21/5/1992
of Illinois
Entomology Department, University of Illinois 9/6/1992
27/8/1992
Illinois Nature Preserves Commission 2/9/1992
Department of Conservation, Springfield, Illinois 27/9/1992
University of Illinois, Plant Biology Student 4/11/1992
Chicago Botanic Garden 5/11/1992
Chicago Botanic Garden 5/11/1992
Kempton, Dlinois 18/11/1992
Illinois Department of Conservation, Springfield 8/6/1994
Illinois Nature Preserves Conronission 22/9/1994












2 visitors from NIE
Affiliation Dai£
Southern Illinois University 7/20/94
Eastern Illinois University 10/17/94












































Field Museum, Chicago, Illinois










University of California, Los Angeles
Ohio University Biological Station
Aust. National Museum
University of Florida
Florida State Collection of Arthropods
Royal Botanic Gardens Kew















































































University of Illinois, Champaign, Illinois
University of Illinois, Champaign, Illinois
University of Illinois, Champaign, lUinois




Universty of Guelph, Ontario CANADA
University of South Florida, Tampa Florida




Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL
University of California,
Riverside, California
Carthage College, Kenosha, Wisconsin
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Alabama




















Ohio University, Athens, Ohio




































































































University of Illinois, Champaign, Illinois
University of Illinois, Champaign, Illinois
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois
University of Illinois, Urbarva, Illinois
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois





San Diego Museum of Natural History















































































































Savoy, Illinois 6 May 1992
MacDonald College, Quebec, Canada 3 June 1992
MacDonald College, Quebec, Canada 3 June 1992
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 15 June 1992
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 15 June 1992
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 15 June 1992
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 15 June 1992
Lake Forest College, Lake Forest, Illinois 15 June 1992
Carleton, College, Minnesota 15 June 1992
Danvers, Illinois 24 June 1992
Carlock, Illinois 24 June 1992
Farmer City, Illinois 24 June 1992
Bellflower, Illinois 24 June 1992
Cariock, Illinois 24 June 1992
Lexington, Illinois 24 June 1992
Lexington, Illinois 24 June 1992
Bloomington, Illinois 24 June 1992
El Paso, Illinois 24 June 1992
Danvers, Illinois 24 June 1992
Genoa, Illinois 24 June 1992
LeRoy, Illinois 24 June 1992
LeRoy, lUinois 24 June 1992
Bloomington, Illinois 24 June 1992
Farmer City, Illinois 24 June 1992
Bellflower, Illinois 24 June 1992
Robeson Park ,Illinois 30 June 1992
unkrown 30 June 1992
Eastern Illinois University,
Charleston, Illinois 31 July 1992
Downers Grove, Illinois 4 August 1992
Najserville, Illinois 4 August 1992
Crystal Lake, Illinois 4 August 1992
McHenry, Illinois 4 August 1992
Harvard, Illinois 4 August 1992
Huntley, Illinois 4Augvistl992
Dawson, Illinois 4 August 1992
Dawson, Illinois 4 August 1992
St. Charles, Illinois 4 August 1992
Springfield,Illinois 4 August 1992
Petersburg, Illinois 4 August 1992
O'Fallon, Illinois 4 August 1992
Belleville, Illinois 4 August 1992
Springfield, Illinois 4 August 1992
E>ecatur, Illinois 4 August 1992

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2 visitors from NIE
Indiana 2/2/94
Indiana 2/2/94
Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago 5/3/94
ni. Nature Conservancy, Peoria 5/17/94
ni. Nature Conservancy, Chicago 5/17/94
Florida Museum of Natural History 6/8/94
Hawaii Biological Survey 6/8/94
National Biological Survery, Washington D.C. 6/8/94
National Biological Survey, Colorado 6/8/94
Illinois Department of Conservation 6/16/94
Illinois Department of Conservation 6/20/94
Illinois Geological Survery 8/2/94
Parkland College, Champaign 8/5/94
Illinois Department of Conservation 8/24/94
North Central College 9/2/94
Illinois Department of Conservation 9/7/94










All of the identified and catalogued Crustacea have been computerized. The
database is currently being compared to the sorting sheets. Additional data are
being added and errors corrected where needed. The database runs on an Apple
Macintosh PowerPC computer using Filemaker Pro software developed by Claris
Corporation. It is stored on a 250 megabyte hard disk and backed up on a 90
megabyte disk and a server on the INHS Network.













Genus and species name. Hybrid entries are designated by an x ; all
generic hybrid names are spelled out; intrageneric hybrids can be
Abbreviation for state or federal status:
SE = state endangered species
ST = state threatened species
WL = watch listed species
C2 = federal candidate spedes
FE = federal endangered spedes
FT = federal threatened spedes
I = introduced spedes
Includes river, lakes, creek, ponds, etc. No abbreviations in the field
except "trib." (trib. Sugar Creek).
Enter in parentheses, abbreviating drainage as Dr. (Illinois River






RIVER MILE Enter river mile of range of miles (25.4 or 132.4 - 141.0)
COMMON LOCATION A narrative description of the collection site. Do not begin with "at".
Always put a zero in front of a decimal point (0.5) but not behind (2
not 2.0). The order of entry should be: distance, direction, location,
stream descriptor (4.5 mi ESE Peoria, mouth of Green Creek).
























Enter month (spelled out).
If only the season (i.e. summer) is given, enter here. Enter consecutive
collection months with a hyphen, non-consecutive months with an
(Ckrtober- November, October & December).
Year or years.
First initial (period) second initial (period)(space) last name.
When multiple collectors are specified on label: L.M. Page, B.M.
Taylor & D.A. Carney
When multiple collectors are not specified on label: L.M. Page, et al.
Number of specimens deposited in the collection. No estimates!
Other fields include: INSTARS MALE, JUV. MALE, FORM I MALE,
FORM n MALE, TOTAL MALES, INSTARS FEMALE, JUV.
FORM n FEMALES, JUV. UNDETERMINED
All species collected at a site on the same day (includes discarded
Enter from sorting sheet
Example: 8° 7 20" N
Example: 66° 33" 10" W
Enter corresponding Illinois county for Mississippi, Ohio, and
records from states that border Illinois
Enter field # of site (LMP 93-2 or OSLO 7).
Enter kind of type (i.e. holotype).








Computerization of the Fish Collection began in 1974 and was completed in 1990.
Verification of the computer database to the actiial sjjecimens is ongoing. The
database runs on an Apple Macintosh PowerPC computer using Filemaker F*ro
software developed by Claris^" Corporation. It is stored on a 250 megabyte hard
disk and backed up on a 90 megabyte disk cmd a server on the INHS Network.













Genus and spedes name. Hybrid entries are designated by an x ; all
generic hybrid names are spelled out; intrageneric hybrids can be
Abbreviation for state or federal status:
SE = state endangered species
ST = state threatened spjecies
WL = watch listed species
C2 = federal candidate sf)edes
FE = federal endangered species
FT = federal threatened species
I = introduced species
Includes river, lakes, creek, ponds, etc. No abbreviations in the field
except "trib." (trib. Sugar Creek).
Enter in parentheses, abbreviating drainage as Dr. (Illinois River





RIVER MILE Enter river mile of range of niiles (25.4 or 132.4 - 141 .0)
COMMON LOCATION A narrative description of the collection site. Do not begin with "at".
Always put a zero in front of a decimal point (0.5) but not behind (2
not 2.0). The order of entry should be: distance, direction, location,
stream descriptor (4.5 mi ESE Peoria, mouth of Green Creek).























Enter month (spelled out).
If only the season (i.e. summer) is given, enter here. Enter consecutive
collection months with a hyphen, non-consecutive months with an
(October- November, October & December).
Year or years.
First initial (period) second initial (f3eriod)(space) last name.
When multiple collectors are specified on label: L.M. Page, B.M.
Sabaj & D.A. Carney
When multiple collectors are not specified on label: L.M. Page, et al.
Number of specimens deposited in the collection. No estimates!
All species collected at a site on the same day (includes discarded
Enter from sorting sheet.
Name of p>erson who identified specimen followed by month and year
(K.S. Cummings 5-93).
Example: 8° 7 20" N
Example: 66° 33' 10" W
Enter corresponding Illinois county for Mississippi, Ohio, and
records from states that border Illinois
Enter field # of site (LMP 93-2 or CSLO 7).
















T (tagged in tank)






Presently 42,719 of the 51,242 fungi have been computerized (83%) and 109,508 of the 181,033
vascular plants have been computerized (60.5%). A Macintosh Ilex computer is being used for
the computerization and the program is Filemaker Pro. This computerization method is able to
capture all the written label information.
A- Progress:





























enter appropriate name (ssp. name or var. name or f. name)
authority name for the ssp. name or var. name or f. name
if cultivated plant then put cultivar name if kiwwn.
spell out name of the state or province
spell out name of county or parish, please follow the spelling as
recorded on the attached sheet, do not abbreviate any county names or
any part of a county name. The word county is not included as part of
this field, the word county is automatically entered if a county or
parish name is entered,
examples: T. 2N, R. 8W, NEl/4 NEl/4 SECT. 25
T. 2N, R. 8W, Sect. 25 & 26
leave this field blank if this information is not provided by the
collector.
examples; 4rN. Ut. 88°W. Long.
41° 9' 20" N. Lat. 88° IT 15" W. Long.
A narrative description of the collection site, always put a zero in
front of decimal points, but not behind (example 0.25 mile NOT 2.0
mile). No fractions (example 0.5 mile NOT 1/2 mile, 2.25 nule NOT 2
1/4 mile). Use digit not word descriptions for a number (example 7 nule
north of Champaign NOT Seven mile north of Champaign). No
abbreviations except those listed below or when abbreviations used by
the collector are not understood and should be entered as used by the
collector, (example southeast NOT SE, mile NOT M., Central Illinois
Railroad NOT CIRR).
only the following abbreviations are to be used
U.S. D.B.H. U.S.G.S.

















narrative description of the habitat. Also this field niay be used
for comments (example: common, flowers white, cultivated).
Enter name as shown on attached list (example: R.A. Evers,
not R. A. Evers and not Robert A. Evers). Enter all the collectors
names.
enter number (example 115272 OR C-194). When collecting
number not given then alter s.n.
Day Month Year (Example 5 March 1949 NOT 3/5/49) if no date
is given then enter No Date.
Enter individual that identified the specimen and year of
determination. Must put Det: in front of the one that identifies
the specinnen (example Det.: Loy R. Phillippe, (ILLS) 1991). Place
determiners in order with most recent determinations first (at
Enter ILLS vascular plant specimen number. The number located
on herbarium sheet within the map of Illinois, not on the
collector's label.
Do not enter anything in this space. This enters county
automatically when a county name is entered in the county field. If no
county is entered in the county field then the word county
is omitted automatically.
Do not enter here, this counts number of specimens entered.
If specimen is collected in the United States then leave this space
blank. If specimen from outside the United States then enter the
name of that country here.
Do not enter anything here, this will be completed at the end of







Computerization of the Herpetological Collection began in 1984 and was completed in
1990. Verification of the computer database to the actual specimens is ongoing and
should be completed in the next few years. The database runs on an Apple Macintosh
PowerPC computer using Filemaker Pro software developed by Qaris'^*' Corporation. It
is stored on a 250 megabyte hard disk and backed up on a 90 megabyte disk and a server















Genus and spedes name. Hybrid entries are designated by an x ; all
generic hybrid names are spelled out; intrageneric hybrids can be
Subspecies when appropriate.
Abbreviation for state or federal status:
SE = state endangered species
ST = state threatened sp)ecies
WL = watch listed species
C2 = federal candidate spedes
FE = federal endangered species
FT = federal threatened species
I = introduced spedes
Includes river, lakes, creek, ponds, etc. No abbreviations in the field





COMMON LOCATION A narrative description of the collection site. Do not begin with "at".
Always put a zero in front of a decimal point (0.5) but not behind (2
not 2.0). The order of entry should be: distance, direction, location,
stream descriptor (4.5 mi ESE Peoria, mouth of Green Creek).





Mile or miles mi
Mount Mt.










Other abbreviations should be cleared with the collections manager (CAM).
TOWNSHIP,
RANGE, SECTION Examples: T43N, R5W, sec. 22, NW; T43N, R5W, sec. 5/8
COUNTY Spell out name of county or parish (the word county is not included).
Counties that begin with Mc or La are entered without a space (i.e.
McHenry or LaSalle). Counties that begin with St. are given a space. Jo
Daviess is two words.
STATE Spell out the nan>e of the state or province.
COUNTRY Spell out the name of the county. NoentiyifU.S.
DAY Single collection date - enter number.
Consecutive collection dates - enter as 23- 24.
Non-consecutive collection dates - enter as 28 & 4.
MONTH Enter month (spelled out).
If only the season (i.e. summer) is given, enter here. Enter consecutive
collection months with a hyphen, non-consecutive months with an
ampersand (October- November, October & December).

















First initial (period) second initial (f)eriod)(space) last name.
When multiple collectors are specified on label: L.M. Page, B.M.
Phillips & D.A. Carney
When multiple collectors are not specified on label: L.M. Page, et al.
Number of specimens deposited in the collection. No estimates!
Enter from sorting sheet.
Name of person who identified specimen followed by month and year
(CA. Phillips 5-93).
Example: 8° 7 20" N
Example: 66° 33" 10" W
Enter corresponding Illinois county for Mississippi, Ohio, and
records from states that border Illinois
Enter field # of site (LMP 93-2 or OSLO 7).
Enter kind of type (i.e. holotype).
2 oz., 8 oz., 16 oz., 32 oz., 64 oz., 132 oz., BB (blue barrel),
BJ (bell jar), T (tagged)







Stoneflies are excellent environmental indicators of stream quality. Currently, D. W. Webb and
M. A. Harris are collecting stoneflies in Illinois. By comparing f>opulations of the Plecoptera
from the late 1920s to the present, they hope to provide an assessment of the current ecological
health of the state's waterways. The stonefly locality and identification information is
currently being entered into a Filemaker database and will be transferred to Fox Base+/Mac®
relational database program. At the end of January 1995, 13,320 vials (estimated 67,000
specimens) had been entered into the database.
Homoptera
The main components of the 210,000 identified Homoptera in the collection include the
leafhoppers, aphids, and scale insects. The Survey collection was the basis for the faunal
study of Illinois aphids by Hottis and Prison (1931) and of leafhoppjers by D. M. DeLong. Every
Sfjecies of aphids in the collection ( over 1,(X)0 sf>edes) has been entered into an Excel progarm
by D.J. Voegtlin.
Lepidoptera
In 1990 the Illinois Lepidoptera database was created by G. L. Godfrey and E. D. Cashatt. The
data in dBase is being transferred into Pox Base+/Mac®, a relational database program.
This database contains 22,935 records obtained by 1,111 collectors between 1873-1993 from 931
localities.
Hymenoptera
W. E. LaBerge is now working on the Bees of Mexico, funded by the National Science
Foundation. Prom this study an estimated 30,000 bees will be deposited into the insect








Computerization of the Mammal Collection began and was completed in 1990. The
database is in the process being compared to the sf)edn>ens. The database runs on an
Apple Macintosh PowerPC using Filemaker Pro software developed by Oaris™
Corporation. It is stored on a 250 megabyte hard disk and backed up on a 90
megabyte disk and a server on the INHS Network.









Genus and spedes nanr»e. Hybrid entries are designated by an x ; all
generic hybrid names are spelled out; intrageneric hybrids can be
Abbreviation for state or federal status:
SE = state endangered species
ST = state threatened species
WL = watch listed species
C2 = federal candidate spedes
FE = federal endangered species
FT = federal threatened species





COMMON LOCATION A narrative description of the collection site. Do not begin with "at".
Always put a zero in front of a decimal point (0.5) but not behind (2
not 2.0). The order of entry should be: distance, direction, location,
stream descriptor (4.5 mi ESE Peoria, mouth of Green Creek).





Mile or miles mi
Mount Mt.










CHher abbreviations should be cleared with the collections manager (KSC).
TOWNSHIP,
RANGE, SECTION Examples: T43N, R5W, sec. 22, NW
T43N, R5W, sec. 5/8
COUNTY Spell out name of county or parish (the word county is not
included). Counties that begin with Mc or La are entered without a space
(i.e. McHenry or LaSalle). Counties that begin with St. are given a
space. Jo Daviess is two words.
STATE Spell out the name of the state or province.
COUNTRY Sp>ell out the name of the county. No entry if U.S.
DAY Single collection date - enter number.
Consecutive collection dates - enter as 23- 24.
Non-consecutive collection dates - enter as 28 & 4.
MONTH Enter nwnth (spelled out).
If only the season (i.e. sununer) is given, enter here. Enter consecutive
collection months with a hyphen, non-consecutive months with an
ampersand (October- November, October & December).














First initial (p>eriod) second initial (period)(space) last name.
When multiple collectors are specified on label: L.M. Page, B.M.
Cummings & D.A. Carney
When multiple collectors are not specified on label: L.M. Page, et al.
Number of skins deposited.
Number of skulls deposited.
Enter from sorting sheet.
Example: 8° T 20" N
Example: 66° 33' 10" W








All of the catalogued freshwater mussels and land snails have been computerized.
Computerization of the fingernail dam and aquatic snails is an ongoing project. The
database runs on an Apple Macintosh PowerPC computer using Filemaker Pro
software developed by Claris^" Corporation. It is stored on a 250 megabyte hard
disk and backed up on a 90 megabyte disk and a server on the INHS Network.












Genus and species name. Hybrid entries are designated by an x ; all
generic hybrid names are spelled out; intrageneric hybrids can be
Abbreviation for state or federal status:
SE = state endangered species
ST = state threatened species
WL = watch hsted sp>ecies
C2 = federal candidate spedes
FE = federal endangered species
FT = federal threatened species
I = introduced spedes
Includes river, lakes, creek, ponds, etc. No abbreviations in the field
except "trib." (trib. Sugar Creek).







Hierarchical 18 digit stream-drainage code.
Enter river mile of range of miles (25.4 or 132.4 - 141.0)
COMMON LOCATION A narrative description of the collection site. Do not begin with "at
"
Always put a zero in front of a decimal point (0.5) but not behind (2
not 2.0). The order of entry should be: distance, direction, location,
stream descriptor (4.5 mi ESE Peoria, mouth of Green Creek).
















Enter month (spelled out).
If only the season (i.e. summer) is given, enter here. Enter consecutive
collection months with a hyphen, non-consecutive months with an
((Dctober- November, October & December).
Year or years.
First initial (period) second initial (f)eriod)(space) last name.
When multiple collectors are spjecified on label: L.M. Page, B.M.
Cummings & D.A. Carney
When multiple collectors are not Sf5ecified on label: L.M. Page, et al.
Number of sjjecimens deposited in the collection. No estimates!
Other fields include descriptions of the condition of the animal (live.
All species collected at a site on the same day (includes discarded
Enter from sorting sheet









Name of person who identified specimen followed by month and year
Example: 8° 7 20" N
Example: 66° 33' 10" W
Enter corresponding Illinois county for Mississippi, Ohio, and
records from states that border Illinois
Enter field # of site (LMP 93-2 or CSLO 7).















DATE OF ENTRY Auto-entered in Filemaker.
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